swarm optimization (GSO) algorithm is a new intelligent optimization algorithm. Based on the problems of GSO, such as easy to fall into local optimum, slow convergence speed and low optimization precision, an improved GSO with group division is presented. Using shuffled frog leaping algorithm (SFLA), glowworms are divide into different ethnic groups, and local search and global information exchange method improves the GSO performance. The mechanism based on particle position update mechanism in PSO is proposed in order to improve glowworm diversity. By using chaos optimization technique, glowworm groups are initialized, and the algorithm can obtain high quality initial solutions group. Finally, with the classical test functions, the simulation results show that, the GSO with hybrid behavior has better convergence speed and precision. According to the different types of firefly and cold light color is not the same, the glowworm swarm is divided into two sub group, to complete the aspects of paired glowworm swarm population quantity change. Then the cloth Valley bird search algorithm, cloth Valley bird by Levi to fly to the best way to choose size, this kind of flying mode with the machine more strong, will this flight mode into two populations of fireflies swarm evolutionary algorithm. Finish the fireflies optimization path of improvement.
INTRODUCTION
Research and application of intelligent optimization is one of the academic hot topics. As a lot of problem in the natural science and engineering technology field can be formulated as nonlinear global optimization problem, it has become an important research direction to seek a new swarm optimization algorithm having the intelligent characteristic and suitable for large scale parallel computation [1] . With the intelligent technology development, some novel swarm intelligence algorithms are put forward, such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA), and Quantum Genetic Algorithm (QGA) and so on. By revealing or simulate natural phenomenon, intelligent optimization algorithm provides a new solution for solving complex problems.
Glowworm Swarm Optimization (GSO) [2] algorithm is a new swarm intelligence heuristic computing technology, derived from the biological phenomenon of firefly shining to attract mates and flying to the brightest individual, and has been successfully applied in noise test, multi-modal function optimization [3] , analog robot [4] , source location, cluster analysis of [5] etc.. Compared with particle swarm optimization algorithm, ant colony algorithm, and other traditional swarm intelligence optimization algorithms, GSO algorithm has rapid computing speed, less adjustable parameters, easy to realize [6] , but the algorithm has defects such as slow convergence speed, accuracy is not high, easy to fall into local optimal solution. In order to improve the overall performance of the GSO algorithm, domestic and foreign scholars have conducted in-depth research, and achieved certain results. Based on the convergence of GSO algorithm, paper [7] validates the performance of GSO algorithm through the multi peak function simulation experiments. Paper [8] puts forward a hierarchical structure GSO algorithm, according to the human social stratification management ideas, which enhances the algorithm to solve high-dimensional function optimization problem ability. Paper [9] presents a glowworm swarm optimization algorithms with mating behavior, by introducing mating behavior and chaotic optimization technology, which improves the convergence speed and accuracy of GSO. These studies to some extent improve the performance of GSO algorithm. As GSO algorithm is a new swarm optimization algorithm, it still has much work to do for the algorithm improvement and application.
According to the basic glowworm swarm optimization shortcomings, based on SFLA ethnic division theory, the fireflies are divided into different ethnic groups. Based on the PSO particles move strategy, the firefly location updating mechanism is improved. By the use of chaos optimization technique, the firefly population is initialized. Further, this paper puts forward an improved glowworm swarm optimization algorithm: IGSO (Improved Glowworm Swarm Optimization, IGSO). And the simulation results show that the IGSO algorithm has better performance in the convergence speed and precision.
In the field of scientific computing and engineering problem solving, most people faced can be formulated as multi-objective optimization problem. With the rapid development and wide application of electronic computers, optimization technology to the rapid development, has been a research hotspot. In recent years, with the rapid development of intelligent computing theory and technology, people have put forward various bionic optimization algorithms, including genetic algorithm, ant colony algorithm, particle swarm optimization algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm, the algorithm in solving complex optimization problems have demonstrated excellent performance and great potential for development, therefore, research on Intelligent Algorithm is a has the important theory significance and the practical application value of the subject. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some basic GSO theories. Section 3 presents the details of improved GSO algorithm. Section 4 presents the simulation results [10] .
II. BASIC GSO ALGORITHM
In 2005, based on swarm intelligence optimization theory, Krishnanand puts forward the glowworm swarm optimization algorithm. In the GSO algorithm, the fireflies are randomly distributed in the objective function solution spaces; each glowworm represents an optimization solution for the problem, and has their own decision domain [11] . The bioluminescence intensity of firefly is closed to the fluorescein that they carry on themselves, and the fluorescein is decided by the number of objective function of firefly, which means the objective function value more better the, the brightness of light more bigger. In the GSO algorithm, the firefly choses the fireflies which have more fluorescein than itself in its decision scale to form set field, and flies to the individual in the set field with probability form. Related reaches show that GSO algorithm can converge to the global optimal [12, 13] . Figure 1 gives the basic principle of GSO algorithm.
Decision domain
Field of sets In nature, the natural world of fireflies between individuals through the release of a called matter fluorescent pigment for information exchange, fireflies will release fluorescent element in the process of flight, from and fluorescent light, to attract around the his fireflies through fluorescent light. Fluorescent pigment concentration, fluorescence intensity is higher, it can attract more fireflies. From the enlightenment, the natural world fireflies as before, the G S O algorithm has been in many aspects to the success of the application. But is law there are some shortcomings, such as the method of operation of the later period still have shortcomings are easy to fall into local optimum and the convergence speed is slow, the lack of points in a certain extent hinder the artificial fireflies swarm optimization algorithm application range [15] .
For a n dimension function optimization problems, its solution space is
We randomly generate an initial glowworm population consisting N fireflies, and the t generation of firefly groups can be described as
We set up the fluorescein for firefly k is Artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm is swarm intelligence is a novel can search algorithm, the simulation is the nature of the firefly using fluorescein into the line contact and to show social behavior [16] . Zai Ji of the GS O algorithm, fireflies (i= 1, 2, 3, n) were randomly distributed in the D dimension of target function of the search space. These fireflies released a known as fluorescent pigment material, from a fluorescent light. Fireflies emit fluorescent light through and around the fireflies for information exchange and they have their own decision-making domain. Each fireflies fluorescein intensity big small and fireflies their position on the target value of the associated, that is to say if the fireflies individual fluorescein value is greater, then show fireflies location is good, which is shown have a good target value; on the contrary, expressed the target value is poor. Fireflies were I in its decision in the range of choice of fluorescein value than the one high individual group into its neighbor set [17] .
Concentrated in the adjacent domain I firefly, fluorescein value bigger neighbors have attracted greater force, absorbing the fireflies to move I. In addition, each firefly adjacent domain the number of individuals will affect its decision domain radius size. when the neighborhood range firefly a body density is small, the firefly decision domain radius increases in order to find a suitable number of neighbors; on the contrary, the firefly fire insect decision domain radius will shrink. In the end, most of the fireflies gather in a plurality of seats [18] [19] [20] . The firefly luminescence brightness is closely related to its location, and the objective function value is better, the brightness of light is bigger. Fluorescein uses dynamic updating mechanism, and the updating strategy is: 
Xt Update
Artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm in practice is still a kind of random search algorithm [22] . The algorithm execution is composed of groups of fireflies common cooperation finish, wherein each firefly independently in the candidate solution space searching required target solution, and find a solution to release certain fluorescein, the properties of the solution well, fireflies release of fluorescein fluorescence Su Qiang more, the greater the degree of solution is chosen to be the greater [23] . In the initial stage of algorithm with the position of the firefly fluorescein concentration is the same, with the algorithm, the better position of the fluorescein intensity bigger, gradually tends to convergence algorithm. In the firefly movement phase, firefly
Xt in the form of probability to move in its filed set, and the choice probability is:
where, s is the location mobile step, and
rt Update Artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm and evolutionary algorithm for ten similar, use is based on population and global random search strategy, the algorithm does not need complex evolutionary operation, and is the basis of decision domain fireflies in a body set the search path. And swarm intelligence before can calculate method is compared, artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm in the consumption of memory and computing speed has obvious advantages, and the regulating parameters is less, is easy to realize. The algorithm has become intelligent computing research field in a new direction. At present the algorithm has been successfully applied to various surface [24] .
The artificial fireflies swarm optimization algorithm, and the algorithm for multi-modal function optimization and machine human body. Also, how to move the signal source tracking, signal source location, optimization of multi-mode function, sensor noise test, simulated cluster machine crowd, analysis, numerical optimization calculation, knapsack problem and other aspects. The glowworm swarm optimization algorithm flow chart was shown in Figure 2 . In the GSO algorithm, firefly will dynamically adjust its decision scale   k d rt according to the fireflies' quantity. If the number of fireflies is excessive, It will narrow the decision scale, otherwise it will increase the level of decision scale. The decision control strategy is:
where,  is the proportional coefficient, 
III. IMPROVED GSO ALGORITHM
A. Ethnic Division GSO algorithm essentially belongs to the category of random search algorithm. The GSO algorithm consists many firefly groups, and each firefly search for the optimal solution in the solution space. Fluorescein is communicated between different individuals, and the more fluorescein firefly has the selected probability is more bigger. As the fluoresce exchangement for GSO algorithm is restricted in the field set, the firefly groups are divided into a plurality of gathering area, which to a certain extent reduces the probability of GSO algorithm falling into local optimization. However, firefly having the very strong fluorescein is confined to the area within the field set and can only influence other individuals in its decision scale, so the fireflies around are unable to exchange fluorescein information, which means that the individual optimal information cannot be shared within the group, limiting the convergence speed, moreover, if the firefly having the very strong fluorescein is very close to the location of the local extreme points, then the 460 JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 9, NO. 2, FEBRUARY 2014
algorithm will be very difficult to jump out from the local optimum.
In order to improve the GSO algorithm search speed and avoid falling into local optimal solution, this paper using Population Division [9] ideas based on SFLA [10] algorithm, presents an improved GSO algorithm, IGSO algorithm will divide fireflies into different groups with the same group scale. In each group, firefly individual does local search, when all ethnic groups finish local searchment, all the fireflies are mixed, and are sorted based on the objective function of fitness value. Then fireflies are divided again in accordance with certain rules (as shown in Fig 3) . This work does repeatedly, until the termination condition is satisfied.
The firefly population are sorted by the fitness values   k f X t   , and equally distributed into M groups. Each group frog number is Q (N=M×Q). The first firefly put into the first ethnic group, second firefly put into the second ethnic groups, until the M firefly into the ethnic group. Then, the M+1 firefly is placed in the first ethnic group, the M+2 firefly are put into second ethnic group ... Until the finally firefly put into the M ethnic group.
Ethnic group1
Ethnic group2 
N fireflIies

B. Improved Location Updating Mechanism
In order to improve the artificial fireflies swarm optimization algorithm of fast algorithm, and the searching speed, this chapter will population evolutionary algorithm for tribal organization structure into glowworm swarm optimization algorithm, the glowworm swarm optimization algorithm improvement, will this with tribal groups working fireflies woven structure of the swarm optimization algorithm called a tribal structure of artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm.
Related studies indicate that, the firefly location update strategy has an important influence on the GSO algorithm accuracy, convergence speed. In basic GSO algorithm, although firefly choice another firefly having more fluorescein in probability form to transfer, but the new position function value may be worse than the original position, which increases the algorithm search time, reduces the precision of solution. In order to improve the firefly new position function fitness value, the firefly location updating mechanism is improved according to PSO position strategy. The improved location updating mechanism is:
where, 1
 are weight coefficients, and
Xt is the best location for fireflies.
New firefly location updating mechanism takes firefly itself, the global optimal individual and the individual within filed set in consideration, which shows that firefly has social attribute. At each update, firefly dynamic tracking the location of the global best position, which makes the firefly can follow the current global optimal solution, and can increase the firefly search sample diversity, contributing to jump out of local optimal solution.
In the natural world, fireflies fly through the release of fluorescein cold light. By Yu Ying firefly is not same, cold light color fireflies emit is not the same, common cold light yellow and green color, the same kind of light color of the fireflies are gathering. The existing fireflies swarm optimization algorithm model, there is no cold light color to consider the problem of fireflies. Based on this, we proposed a with the two kinds of group of fireflies swarm into the algorithm. While in the cloth Valley bird search algorithm, as a random increase cloth Gu Niao optimization, algorithm makes use of a column dimension random high flying, the cuckoo optimization random greatly increase. The 5×5 processing time of 5 cases was shown in Table 1 . 
C. Chaos Optimization Algorithm (COA)
Chaos optimization algorithm [11] means expands chaos to the variables scope. COA uses chaos variables for global search and COA has good global search ability. Logistic mapping is the most used in the chaos optimization algorithm and logistic mapping has good randomness. The iterative equation for logistic mapping is:
where  is a chaotic variable. In paper [12] , when  value is among [3.85, 4] , logistic mapping has the best performance. We give COA steps as follows:
Step1: Randomly generated a n dimension variable   
D. IGSO Based on Ethnic Division
The algorithm has global convergence, but poor local searching ability, cause the algorithm in solving global optimization problems with the slow convergence speed, easily falling into local optimum, success rate of convergence and accuracy etc.. In this chapter, in order to improve GSO algorithm global optimization capability, will introduce chaos method and Powell method respectively to strong local searching ability of GSO algorithm, two improved glowworm swarm optimization algorithm is proposed, to balance the global convergence ability of the original algorithm and local optimization ability. The experimental results show that, the improved algorithm is very effective new method to solve the complex function optimization problems. IGSO algorithm can be described as follows: 
The function global minimum value is 0.398. 
 

In the Matlab simulation platform, we use GSO algorithm and IGSO algorithm to test the 6 functions. Paper [12] using uniform design method, GSO parameters setting is studied, and pointed out that when the GSO algorithm parameters take the following settings, its optimal performance is the best, and the specific parameters setting are: 
T =500, max L =10, and other parameter settings are same with GSO algorithm. The 4 test functions are run 100 times. In order to obtain a better result, we take the mean value F and average running time T of 50 optimal experimental results for comparison. Table 2 gives the results of simulation experiments.
With the rapid development of science and technology, the optimization problem becomes more and more complicated, the scale is becoming larger and larger, only by an optimization algorithm is often difficult to solve or the relatively low accuracy, slow speed, therefore, to find a hybrid algorithm to solve the optimization problem has attracted many scholars study. The main idea of hybrid algorithm is a single algorithm from each other in performance optimization, optimization precision and optimization efficiency of the hybrid algorithm can In order to analyze the convergence speed and search ability, the algorithm convergence curve of average fitness value is provided in Figure 4 Artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm in the iterative process, each firefly based only on fluorescein concentration the neighbor set in the firefly, and with a certain probability of selection with larger fluorescein concentration fireflies to its mobile. But if the search space is large or the topology structure of irregular and complicated, it may be some fireflies neighbor set is empty, then the firefly will not move in the iterative process, which will lead to the convergence speed is slow and easy to fall into local optimum. To avoid this, ensure that each firefly can keep dynamically in the process of iteration, the foraging behavior of artificial fish swarm algorithm is introduced into the glowworm swarm optimization algorithm, we put forward an improved glowworm swarm optimization algorithm (Improved GSO, IGSO), improved idea is to make the neighbor set is empty firefly execution foraging behavior within the dynamic decision-making, and the implementation of the results as the position in the next time the firefly.
Swarm intelligence optimization algorithm is a new optimization technology in the field of Computational Intelligence in recent years, this technique has better optimization results and simple mathematical theory, more and more people's attention. Swarm intelligence optimization as the direction of the optimization algorithm, the main idea is to group behavior stems from the simulation of nature in various social animal, plant and so on, exchange to realize optimization objective using among individuals of mutual assistance and information. Compared with the traditional optimization algorithm, the characteristics of swarm intelligence optimization algorithm is simple in theory, easy to implement, the optimization effect is more excellent. Although the swarm intelligence optimization algorithm has made great development in recent years of the study, but generally speaking, optimization model of this still exists many problems, there are many problems need further study, such as the mathematical theory of support the weak, how to make the optimization effect is better and the optimization speed faster, and what can be applied more widely the actual problem to wait In the basic artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm, each artificial fireflies are randomly distributed in the objective function is defined in the space, the firefly has a respective fluorescein, and each one firefly has its own field of vision, we call the decision domain radius (local-decision range). Fluorescent brighter firefly says it location is better, that is the objective function which corresponds to the value is better. Firefly mobile way is: each firefly looking for areas within their respective scope of vision, find the fluoresce brighter fireflies in the field to move. Each moving direction can be changed by choosing different field. In addition, the decision region radius firefly will be affected according to the number of fields of fireflies are different, when the number of neighborhood firefly too little, firefly will increase the radius of their own so that the need for making more firefly; on the contrary, it will decrease the radius of their own decision. Finally, make the most of fireflies gather in a superior position. Artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm is a natural phenomenon source poly activities in the evening group in simulating natural fireflies and proposed, in the firefly group activities, the fireflies were foraging and courtship information exchange through the dissemination of fluorescein and peer. In general, the brighter the firefly luciferin its appeal is stronger, the final will be now many fireflies gather around some fluorescein lighter fireflies. The glowworm algorithm is proposed according to the phenomenon of a kind of new bionic swarm intelligence optimization algorithm. In the artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm, each firefly is regarded as a solution space, firefly populations as the initial solution is randomly distributed in the search space and solution space, move each firefly mobile way according to the nature of fireflies. By moving each generation, the fireflies gather better fireflies around, that is to find multiple extreme points, so as to achieve population optimization objective. From table 1, table 2 and figure 3-6, we can see that in solving precision IGSO is better than GSO. Especially for complex function, IGSO algorithm has higher accuracy. In the operation success rate and operational stability, for function 1 f , 3 f , 4 f , IGSO success rate is 100%, and the solving complex function success rate and standard deviation of IGSO algorithm is smaller than GSO algorithm, that means IGSO algorithm has good stability and strong optimization ability. In the convergence speed, for low dimension, IGSO algorithm's convergence rate is slower than the GSO algorithm, but for high dimensional function, IGSO algorithm converges faster than GSO.
We focused on a single artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm for solving the low precision, slow convergence rates, will introduce the foraging behavior of artificial fish swarm algorithm to the artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm, and the differential evolution algorithm fusion, a double population evolutionary strategy, introducing an optimal information sharing mechanism, proposed a hybrid optimization algorithm. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm, faster convergence rate, optimization of higher accuracy, better stability, and is very effective for optimization of multidimensional complex function and solving problems in engineering design.
The simulation results show that especially for complicated function optimization problem, IGSO algorithm shows good performance. This is because the IGSO algorithm divides fireflies into different ethnic groups. In solution of low dimensional function, population division consumes a part time, and reduces the convergence speed, but for complex functions with high dimensions, population division mode help IGSO jump out local optimum capacity, and improves the rate of convergence. In addition, the firefly location update improvement and chaotic improve the convergence speed and precision.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyzes the basic GSO algorithm model and researches its shortcomings, then puts an improved GSO algorithm. Fireflies are divided into different groups, and the local search and global information exchange method improve the performance of the algorithm. The location strategy is improved, and the introduction of the chaos optimization technology, further improves the convergence speed and precision. The simulations results show that the improved GSO algorithm has better precision and convergence speed. Research on how to apply the chaos method, Powell method is introduced into the artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm, to effectively balance the global search ability of artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm and local optimization ability, and improve the precision and convergence rate. Research on how to apply the artificial fish swarm algorithm, differential evolution algorithm and artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm fusion, to overcome the disadvantages of artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm is easy to premature. Research on how to introduce the hybrid algorithm based on constraint handling technique feasibility rules based on local search and simulated annealing algorithm, and how to use the hybrid artificial glowworm swarm optimization algorithm to solve complex constrained optimization problems.
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Experimental results show that, relative to other algorithms in the literature of the hybrid algorithm, optimization of higher accuracy, better stability.
